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The Communist Pure Land: The Legacy of Buddhist Reforms in the Early Chinese Revolutionary Period

Abstract
Prominent Buddhist Ju Zan, disciple of the venerable Taixu, saw an opportunity for Buddhism to thrive under the auspices of the Communist's period of New Democracy. However, as is usual in the retelling of history, many sides of a story are told. In the eyes of many modern historians, the treatment of Buddhism during the 1950s seemed to be an antagonistic crackdown to subject and politicize religion. Historian Ernst Benz has compared Chinese Buddhism to that of a "religious museum under state supervision," but that was hardly the case in the immediate post-war period. In the very least, New Democracy supported religious freedom—an aspect that Ju Zan and others hoped would legitimize their genuine efforts to reform. This paper will seek to understand how New Democracy affected Buddhism, or in reverse, how Buddhism responded to the New Democratic period in China. By examining Taixu's teachings and establishing the background for Buddhist reforms in pre-Communist China, one can perceive the myriad journal editions of Modern Buddhism (1950-1966) as a continuation of Taixu's vision to create a humanistic Buddhism. With this knowledge, it will be possible to understand that a congenial relationship existed between Buddhism and the Communist Party leading up to the late 1950s, which was due largely in part to the compatibility and joint ambition of a pure land on Earth.
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Buddhism’s survival in the wake of the Communist Revolution in China is a peculiar instance, considering that most religion was seen then as symbolic of feudalism and imperialism—the two targets of the Communist Revolution in 1949. Even more striking was the shared view among Chinese Communists that religion was a “great hoax,” that its genesis was manufactured in a time of humanity’s immaturity, and that it was eventually “seized by the exploiting classes as an instrument of oppression.”

Buddhism had been no stranger to oppressing the masses during its thousands of years of existence under old Confucian culture. Buddhism promoted subservience to social hierarchies through superstitions and ancient Buddhist scripture, and its monks lived like parasites, taxing the poor for religious services. But these issues were the targets that some Buddhists wished to reform. From the era surrounding the May Fourth Movement of 1919 to the start of Cultural Revolution in 1966, radical reformists sought to restore integrity to Buddhism. One such reformist was the venerable master Taixu, considered a “misguided and dangerous” influence by more conservative Dharma masters. Instead of encouraging Buddhism to continue its parasitic tendencies, Taixu was hopeful of a practical Buddhism that aimed at creating a heaven on earth, or, using numinous terminology, a pure land. These ideals became a dominant force throughout Communist China, and were picked up after Taixu’s death in 1947 by his converts and disciples.

Ju Zan, one of Taixu’s most prominent students, saw an opportunity for Buddhism to thrive under the auspices of the Communist’s period of New Democracy. However, as is common in the retelling of history, many versions of the story have been told. In the eyes of many modern historians, the treatment of Buddhism during the 1950s seemed to be an antagonistic crackdown to subject and politicize religion. Historian Ernst Benz has compared Chinese Buddhism to that of a “religious museum under state supervision,” but that was hardly the case in the immediate post-war period. At the very least, New Democracy supported religious freedom—a platform that Ju Zan and others hoped would legitimize their genuine efforts to reform. This paper will seek to understand how New Democracy affected Buddhism and how Buddhism simultaneously responded to the New Democratic period in China. By examining Taixu’s teachings and establishing the background for Buddhist reforms in pre-Communist China, one

can perceive the myriad journal editions of *Modern Buddhism* (1950-1966) as a continuation of Taixu’s vision to create a humanistic Buddhism. With this knowledge, it will be possible to understand that a congenial relationship existed between Buddhism and the Communist Party leading up to the late 1950s, which was due largely to their ideological compatibility and the joint ambition of realizing a pure land on Earth.

The overarching trend of historical retellings of the New Democratic period in China principally paint the Communist Party as a domineering overlord that viewed religious organizations, like the Chinese Buddhist Association, “as an instrument for remolding Buddhism to suit the needs of the government.” But one must refrain from blanketing this time period as simply an example of Communist suppression of religion. While Communists did not think highly of religion, Chairman of the Communist Party Mao Zedong was certain to point out that religious freedom was necessary. It was not his intent to suppress it, but rather to have competing ideologies wage intellectual debates.

By examining the themes and methodologies of other historians, it can be understood that most of the secondary sources written about the Communist-Buddhist relationship during the New Democratic period are either lacking in detail or altogether inaccurate due either to ignorance of the Chinese political climate at the time or to prevailing anti-Communist sentiments that swept through the Western world after World War II. Drawing extensively on Holmes Welch’s works, there is a theme of the victimization of Buddhism under Maoism. Kenneth Chen’s article and Earl Benz’s book rebuke the Buddhist establishment for allowing Communism to control their faith. These similar themes can be attributed to the fact that they were written in the 1960s during the height of the Cold War rivalry between world communism and capitalist Western powers. Also occurring during the 1960s was the Cultural Revolution. Both internationally and domestically, this movement was deeply criticized, for it actually did suppress many facets of self-governing bodies in China, including Buddhism. But these authors mistakenly apply this time period of religious suppression to the whole existence of the People’s Government of China since its establishment in 1949, and fail to realize the freedoms that allowed and advanced many liberal reforms during the first decade of Communist power. Thus, this paper aims to show that the Buddhist response to the New Democratic period in China featured optimism and independence, and surprisingly owed much of its preliminary success to the early guidance of the Communist Party.

To prove this thesis, one must look at the primary sources of Buddhist reformers before and around this time to understand how they matched with the

reforms that actually did occur under Communist authority, and also utilize more recent works by historians detached from that era of extreme bias toward China. The more objective accounts of Buddhism in Communist China, such as Pittman’s account of Taixu, and MacInnis’s impartial presentation of political documents relating to religion, give insight into what the relationship between the two parties was. The primary sources coming from the written word of Buddhist scripture and the ideas of reform espoused by Taixu, Ju Zan, and from articles in *Modern Buddhism* (early 1950s), all support the changes that occurred in Buddhism during the New Democratic era. In 1955, *Modern Buddhism* declared, “In the not too distant future, we will completely wipe out exploitation and poverty and set up a happy, prosperous socialist society. This is the great enterprise of establishing ‘the Western Paradise on earth’ in order that all men may be released from suffering and win happiness.”

This statement is one of many that tied together Taixu’s pre-war vision for reform with the real movements of reform in the early post-war period. Buddhists worked alongside the Communists congenially to create a new, pure China. It was their goal before the Communist Party even formed, and a look at these specific sources discredit the more biased works written by the historians in the 1960s.

To begin this study, a historical context must first be set that explains in detail the reasons why many Buddhists felt the need for reform. For generations, Chinese folklore had justified religious oppression. Typically Chinese children would learn the myths of the three most prominent religions—Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism—and thus sought during the after-life to get the benefit of all of them. From childhood on, the masses were instilled with notions of the importance of the after-life, indirectly implying the helplessness of their position in their current lives. It was typical in Chinese culture to pay for funeral rites so as to provide comfort for the soul of the deceased. These rites also served as a means to enable the soul to repay heavy, spiritually-concocted birth fines to the god of the dead that had allowed a soul to leave his realm and be born in the living world. For Buddhism, this was justified through the karmic cycle of rebirth that weighed immensely on the average mind of the peasant, and the expenses of the funeral rites would only further their ever-increasing worldly debt owed to landlords. Dating as far back as 819 CE, anti-Buddhist sentiment was present,

---

8. Ibid., 297.
9. Buddhism’s “Cycle of Rebirth” is a theory that describes different levels of rebirth. The Buddha was the pinnacle, a literal transcendence out of the endlessness of the cycle. Purchasing funeral rites was a way to gain merit, or karma, to elevate one’s rebirth. With enough Karma, a poor peasant may be reborn as a rich peasant, a king, or even a form of Buddhist deity (arhats or bodhisattvas). The inability to purchase funeral rites put one’s soul in peril, as they risked being
and the practice of collecting birth fines was compared to atrocities committed by a group of barbarians that had ruined the peace and prosperity of China. The verses of one poem, “Idle Droning,” displayed another complaint against Buddhism’s vices.

Since earnestly studying the Buddhist doctrine of emptiness,
I’ve learned to still all the common states of mind.
Only the devil of poetry I have yet to conquer—
let me come on a bit of scenery and I start my idle droning.11

Another Chinese intellectual succinctly listed the offenses of the Buddhist religion in T’ang Era China:

First, innumerable monasteries and temples were established with a view to propagating superstition. . . . Second, many sects were founded to spread poison . . . [all in favor of the ruling class].
Third, peasants were benumbed and uprisings obstructed . . .
Buddhism was preached precisely for the purpose of preventing the peasants from rising to oppose oppression.12

It is clear from poems and complaints like these that the Buddhist sangha, or community, was a corrupt, oppressive, and parasitic establishment. Yet its power remained indisputable in Chinese culture for centuries. It was only at the turn of the twentieth century that reform could be seriously implemented. The May Fourth Movement in 1919 made real the cries for change in all facets of Chinese society, and intellectuals led the charge for the realization of a new culture.

The New Culture Movement of the mid-1910s and 1920s was characterized by a sweeping call to arms to break the bonds of feudalism and imperialism oppressing the people. Under the guidance of literary elites such as Lu Xun and Chen Duxiu13 and the proliferation of Western liberal values that were expounded by such magazines as New Youth, the cultural climate became compliant to the will of the people. This genuine effort to restore the societal integrity of China was accompanied by a serious concern for the state of the Buddhist sangha. A scholar in the early Chinese Republic period, Liang Qichao, acknowledged that “the Chinese had been quite badly tainted with the poison of..."
superstition,” and this superstition was a contributing factor to that same backwardness the New Culture Movement sought to combat.\textsuperscript{14} He continued by affirming that Buddhism “will always be an important factor in our social thinking; whether this is beneficial or baneful to our society depends solely on whether the new Buddhists appear.”\textsuperscript{15} A new Buddhism was necessary, or else it would conflict with the ideas present in a rapidly liberalizing society. Liang’s comment on social thinking sparked a new direction for Buddhism to develop toward a new moral culture.

Born Lǚ Pèilín and ordained with the Dharma name, Taixu composed vast numbers of tracts and speeches detailing his desire for Buddhism to work toward a new moral culture. At the age of eighteen, four years after being ordained in a local sangha, Taixu had the opportunity to meet with a progressive Buddhist monk. Impressed by this monk, Taixu began to broaden his learning, researching and traveling to other monasteries to develop his thoughts on modernizing the sangha. In the summer of 1910, he had the chance to begin publishing his ideas. It was at this time that he wrote, “The good student of Buddhism relies on his heart and mind, not on ancient tradition, relies on the essential meaning of words, not on the words themselves. The good student is constantly adapting to circumstances and cleverly provoking people to think.”\textsuperscript{16} Through his description of a good student, Taixu justified his developing progressive viewpoints. Taixu had realized the defects that were plaguing Buddhism and averred that “Buddhism’s failure to remain a vital force in modern China was due to the otherworldliness of the sangha and the tendency of Buddhists to hold onto the externals of their religion without understanding its essence.”\textsuperscript{17} Buddhists strive to transcend from the saṅśāra, a term roughly translating to our world, or the realm in which most souls are reborn into; however, in Taixu’s opinion, that does not permit Buddhists to detach themselves from it. In fact, Taixu believed that the worldly, mundane saṅśāra could be transformed through a conscious moral reformation, led by Buddhism, into an idealized perfection of the western paradise on Earth. This would do away with the “Idle Droning” and parasitic funeral rites, for which Buddhism had so long been scorned.

Taixu’s ideas fully materialized during New Culture period of China, and his radical interpretation of scripture paved the way for a new Buddhism to continue to live alongside the people, rather than living off the people. His most fundamental view asserted that “[t]o achieve a lasting peace, what the world needed most fundamentally was a sweeping spiritual transformation, a universal change within the human heart that would alter the very fabric of social

\textsuperscript{14} Pittman, \textit{Taixu’s Reforms}, 29.
\textsuperscript{15} Ibid., 30.
\textsuperscript{16} Yinshun, \textit{Taixu dashi nianpu} (Chronological Biography), 40.
\textsuperscript{17} Pittman, \textit{Taixu’s Reforms}, 71.
interaction and political engagement.”  Once Taixu became well known in China, he traveled abroad to solicit support for a worldwide Buddhist movement toward moral transformation. The “sweeping spiritual transformation” would abide by two very simple provisions: “First, if a person harms another, both persons are harmed. Second, if a person benefits from another, both persons benefit.” For Taixu, these two principles were of supreme importance. Only by following this definition of morality could the world become a pure land.

However, there were additional elements necessary for the sincerity of religious reform to become a reality. Taixu believed that for reform to be successful and lasting, Buddhism needed to exhibit “genuine religious conversion...great vows to engage in compassionate service within the world...practical knowledge of how to accomplish things in the everyday world...[and] courageous moral actions that were appropriate to the uniquely dangerous circumstances of the age.” To provide humankind with a new moral behavior, funeral rites, superstitions, and other old, repressive ways of the sangha had to be discarded for a more dialectical, scientific approach. In this respect, practical knowledge was stressed over otherworldly meditation. Without reform, Buddhism could not survive in an increasingly secular and liberal China. As Taixu preached his revolutionary thoughts, China began to ready itself for a revolution of its own. Two major parties, the Communist Party and the Nationalist Party, would join forces in a united front to attain national unification and independence for all of China.

To prove that Buddhists could no longer divorce themselves from the physical world, Taixu spoke extensively about revolution and was actually something of a political activist himself. For a pure land to exist, first peace must exist. Thus, he supported the idea of revolution, remarking once, “Even the idea of revolution growing out of love for the people...is in harmony with Buddhism. . . . In the process of revolution there is always a phase of destruction preceding reconstruction.” Mao spoke this sentiment near verbatim in “On New Democracy,” where he said “There is no construction without destruction.”

18. Ibid., 195
22. The full quote read, “Imperialist culture and semi-feudal culture are devoted brothers and have formed a reactionary cultural alliance against China’s new culture. This kind of reactionary culture serves the imperialists and the feudal class and must be swept away. Unless it is swept away, no new culture of any kind can be built up. There is no construction without destruction, no flowing without damming and no motion without rest; the two are locked in a life-and-death struggle.” Mao Zedong, “On New Democracy,” in the Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung 1945, http://
Despite the similarities his teachings shared with Communist ideals, Taixu distanced himself from the Party. His view that individual development and social progress were dialectically related was indeed more or less in line with socialist or communist ideology, but Taixu idolized a certain harmony between Buddhism and Nationalist Sun Yat-sen’s Three Principles of the People (sanmin zhuyi), stating once that “Buddhism is the ultimate goal of Sanminism and Sanminism is Buddhism put into practice.”

Sun Yat-sen’s Sanminism had the ultimate goal of creating a unified country with a democratic government and promoting a “land to the tiller” economic aspect to narrow the tremendous wealth gap between the peasants and the elite. In his work entitled, “Using Buddhist Dharma to Criticize Socialism,” Taixu expressed his belief that socialists strictly focus on property and neglect morality. He also noted that an outline for a period of political tutelage to teach the people democracy, like the one outlined in Sun’s Principles, was absent in socialist ideology.

Yet in his “On New Democracy,” published in 1940, Mao introduced a platform for tutelage nearly identical to the one found in Sun Yat-sen’s Three Principles, which had so absorbed Taixu.

After the Great Chinese Revolution of 1924-1927 ended abruptly with the brutal repression of Communists, Taixu continued to participate in politics until his death in 1947. The monk would find more faults with the Communist Party, arguing that while they were fighting for the benefit of the people, the poor peasant should not follow those revolutionaries who could not establish good after removing evil. His comment came in 1935, five years before Mao would write his plans in “On New Democracy.” Taixu’s aversion to the Communists would later be rejected by the majority of China, including his own disciples, who viewed the program of New Democracy as a resolution to the civil war that had began to be perceived as Nationalist-provoked.

It is important to note that toward the end of his life, Taixu expressed much despair over the state of politics, suggesting his disapproval of both parties in China.

---

25. Taixu’s exact quote read, “So if they think that they can merely remove the consequences...without realizing the need to improve the root causes, then while their aim is certainly a good one, they can only get rid of evil results but they cannot sow good seeds.” Taixu, “Using Buddhist Dharma,” 1041.
26. Chiang Kai-shek launched what become known in China as the White Terror that exterminated millions of Chinese. When Japan formally declared war on China in 1937, after years of unrepressed Japanese advancements into northern China, Chiang focused on his own civil war with the Communists.
One final note to mention was Taixu’s desire for Buddhism to be seen as more of a science than a religion because it was based on reason, not faith. In Justin R. Ritzinger’s, *Taixu: To Renew Buddhism and Save the Modern World*, he wrote that Taixu believed Buddhism to be “completely compatible with science since it is based not upon an untenable belief in a creator god, but upon an ‘eternal, unlimited, and absolute conception of the spiritual and material phenomena of the Universe.’”28 Unlike other religions, science and Buddhism could coexist because there are no inherent contradictions between the two; that is, so long as Buddhists interpreted sutras containing superstitions and mysticism as prescriptive rather than descriptive. More striking than his attempt to distance Buddhism from its role of religion was the idea that true religion would prepare humankind for an atheistic future.29 Taixu’s reforms were characteristic of Mahāyāna Buddhism, which perceived its teachings as a “great vehicle” serving to reach the ultimate truth, the absolute, or enlightenment. For Taixu, this nirvāṇic experience was equivalent to the pure, moral culture he wished to achieve on a worldwide scale. He wrote, “After the world honors the Dharma for a long time, the truth will be spoken, the gates of all expediencies open, the true nature of reality manifest, and atheism will still be considered the final teaching.”30 Buddhism was, perhaps unbeknownst to Taixu, advancing the goal of Mao’s Communist Party. As progressive as the monk was, the final years of Taixu’s life were marked by his impression that Communists were “simply a devil mob of wild beasts and poisonous snakes,” even though much of Taixu’s plan for a new moral culture was, ironically, in harmony with Maoist vision for a future China.31 But Taixu’s death did not end Buddhism’s reform. Many disciples of Taixu began to see what he could not—an opportunity to advance progressive reforms to the sangha under joint ambitions of the Communist Party, with the ultimate goal of a worldwide pure land. The Party could serve as a similar great vehicle, helping to educate the masses on Taixu’s lifelong endeavor of creating a universal change within the human heart. Regardless of his efforts, Taixu felt he failed in his mission given the intense polarization in the political climate of China, and was disheartened by the dire circumstances of the nation as well as the dim prospects of reform in the sangha.32

29. Pittman, *Taixu’s Reforms*, 251; Pittman wrote that when the absolute truth of Buddhism’s Dharma was realized, Buddhism would have no need in the world. Another way to look at the idea would be to consider Buddhism as a vehicle leading toward enlightenment, and once one is enlightened, religion is unnecessary.
The reforms Taixu fought for had been largely ignored before the Communist victory in 1949, due in part to the fact that China had been in a state of chaos for twenty years. With a new beginning, Mao and the Communist Party began to develop their vision for a united, independent, and socialized China. Returning to Mao’s concept of New Democracy, the practicality and willingness to cooperate and include all non-hostile groups in China’s future government is an issue of great significance. The idea of a coalition government was conceived and immediately enacted when the Communists took power, and certainly went a long way in garnering widespread support for their overarching acceptance from all peoples in China. Moreover, the coalition government also protected freedom of religious belief and held that “neither compulsion nor discrimination is permitted” toward religion. In the actual document, “On New Democracy,” Mao did not mention religion, even under his attack on the “four olds” of old habits, ideas, customs, and culture. His failure to acknowledge religion signified, at the very least, that it was not a primary enemy of the new government. Under these conditions it seemed that Buddhism could be given the opportunity to thrive.

The “New China” that the Communist Party strove to create was much the same as the “pure land” that reformists in the Taixu school of Buddhism desired to achieve. For example, the Chan school of Buddhism averred that the Buddha-nature, the ability to become enlightened, was inherent in all of humankind. In accordance with the Communist’s emphasis on dispelling the feudal myth that those who worked with their mind should rule over those who worked with their hands, Chan Buddhism “did not insist on intellectual efforts and prolonged periods of study in scripture...It was, therefore, egalitarian and progressive.” The Communist effort to equalize land distribution among the poor and create improved living conditions both in the urban and rural areas was not contradictory to the ultimate goal of Buddhism. Social reforms put in place had, for instance, replaced patriarchal marriage laws with ones based on love and equality. Under Communist supervision, China had also managed within two years to make prostitution in the most debauched of cities vanish, and within four years, drug addiction had been wiped out.

The Chinese journal, Modern Buddhism, ran an article propounding,  

Under the leadership of the People’s Government . . . Everyone will cherish peace and treasure freedom. From now on there will be no wars, no disasters. From now on all the sufferings of human life will be eliminated forever. Does not this mean transforming our world into a peaceful, happy, free and beautiful Pure Land? . . . The Vimalakirti-nirdesa Sutra says: ‘If you want to get the Pure Land, you must make your mind pure. Once the mind is pure, then the land becomes pure of its own accord.’ This tells us that if we want to turn our land into the Pure Land, the first step is for the masses of the people to purify their minds . . . Fellow Buddhists, rise up with your hearts set on the Western Paradise here in the world.  

Written in 1951, these words serve as a more reliable indication of Buddhist cooperation and compatibility with the Communist Party. Based on this article’s reasoning, as the condition of human life improves, China comes closer to achieving the status of a pure land. Societal China was finally shedding its feudal and oppressive layers of the Confucian past and was working toward the general welfare of the common people.

Ju Zan, former disciple of Taixu, led the charge for Buddhist cooperation with the Communist Party and helped foster a healthy relationship between the sangha and the state. Around 1950, Ju Zan organized a group of twenty-one individuals and drafted a letter to send to Mao Zedong calling for a nationwide reform of Buddhism. Its four main points were as follows: 1. Buddhists applauded the wiping out of feudalism and superstition, and anticipated Buddhism to abandon these corrosive elements in the sangha; 2. the Communist victory allowed for the ability for Buddhism to reform based on the assertion that society was now reformed; 3. Buddhism was “atheist” in nature and advocated the “realization of selflessness” that melded congenially with Communism; and 4. the “shift to production” and “shift to scholarship” would be advanced so as to do away with feudal organizations and superstitions within the sangha indefinitely.

The leaders of the Party accepted these points, and as a result Ju Zan was appointed to the board for the Chinese Buddhist Association and placed as Editor-in-Chief of Modern Buddhism, giving him the most authority of any Buddhist monk in directing reforms.

Modern Buddhism was produced on June 18, 1950 as a way to publicize Buddhism’s new form under the authority of the Chinese Communist Party. The

---


37. Modern Buddhism (June 1951): 146.
38. Welch, Buddhism under Mao. 395-396.
journal immediately began to produce articles that would promote three main reforms for Buddhists to consider. The first two dealt with aspects derived from Taixu’s ideas, that is, the switch to an emphasis on secularizing monks by involving them in practical labor and the strive towards creation of the Pure Land. The last major point had to do with scriptural justification for killing, so as to free the Communist Party from repudiation by Buddhists. The Buddhists writing for *Modern Buddhism* were not forced into sending out these messages; it was on their own accord that these ideas were promulgated to the public.

For *Modern Buddhism*, the secularization of monks promoted an active interest in the national construction of China, and peace and purity in the country was the first step towards worldwide nirvāṇa. As a means of generating an enlightened society, the Communist Party urged productive labor for all members of the country. Buddhists adopted this same belief, not because the Communist Party forced them to, but because it had been one of Taixu’s reforms back in 1927. He believed that monks should be engaged in some form of productive labor to ensure the self-sufficiency of the monasteries. The healthy relationship between Buddhists and Communists started off with mutually harmonious beliefs, so when Ju Zan’s 1952 article in *Modern Buddhism* claimed that labor should be treated as a religious practice, it should not be mistaken for political propaganda. In the same article, Ju Zan also wrote, “To talk about religious practices isolated from the masses of living creatures is like catching the wind and grasping at shadows . . . we can know that absolutely no one becomes a buddha while enjoying leisure in an ivory tower . . . this is just another pastime and opiate of landlords, bureaucrats, and petit bourgeois . . .” This mentality was simply an update of Taixu’s 1927 ideology. The relationship between Ju Zan and the Communist Party was hardly discordant given the congenial spirit of their policies.

*Modern Buddhism* also called attention to Taixu’s intended design to reeducate monks with more modern ideas. Chinese Communist Party reforms of the feudal superstitions and traditions present in schools of Buddhist thought have been seen primarily as aggressive, suppressive Communist atheistic policy, but Buddhists had begun this campaign long before the Communist government was even fathomed. Ju Zan wrote that only after an inner-circle meeting of the most prominent Buddhist reformists on how to improve the cultural and religious education of monks, did the discussion turn to “how to help the People’s Government get rid of charlatans who practice exorcism, sorcery, and other harmful superstitions under the guise of religion.” The significance is two-fold.

On the one hand, these Buddhists talked freely amongst themselves, separated from the pressure of Communist supervision. Their main concern was how Buddhists could reform Buddhism, not how Communists could control its reforms. Second, the fact that these monks felt comfortable enough involving the People’s Government revealed the apparent healthy relationship between the two parties. The word choice, “to help,” indicates a friendship, not antagonism.

The main moral imperative that Modern Buddhism espoused was, of course, the creation of a terrestrial Pure Land. The impetus behind the movement for a Western Paradise on Earth had to do with the fact that only by creating such a paradise in the mortal world could Buddhist hope to be reborn in one after they died. 42 Some Buddhists began to see Communist economic reforms as an indicator of pure land development. Zhao Buchu, a monk and member of the Chinese Buddhist Association, affirmed in 1953, “The first Five-Year Plan is the initial blueprint for the Western Paradise here on earth.” 43 The Five-Year Plan allowed for a larger centralized industrial and agricultural sector, thus improving the living conditions of the average Chinese. Even though the Communist Party’s outward methods of reforming China contrasted with Buddhism’s focus on inner methods to provoke change, there was no reason for Buddhism not to work with the People’s Government to achieve the ambitions of reformer monks such as Taixu. Ju Zan realized that the two parties could coexist while still working towards the same goal of bettering China—and eventually the world—eventually creating a more pure, moral, egalitarian paradise. Chinese historian Holmes Welch cited rather poignantly from the Buddhist Avatamsaka Sutra that “no bodhisattva can attain the supreme enlightenment without living creatures” and went on to draw from it the implication that enlightenment cannot be won in isolation from the toiling masses. 44 To create a pure land, Buddhism could work alongside the Communist Party in aiding the people through outward means and through the inner persuasion and cleansing of the mind which Buddhist teachings try to instill.

Most controversial, however, was the effort by Modern Buddhism to justify the killing, a concept that contradicts the pacifism of the Buddha in Buddhist scripture. Another member of the Chinese Buddhist Association, Shirob Jaltso, declared once that “Buddhists should seek to keep their behavior in tune with the time and place, but doctrine and religious cultivation (hsiu-yang), that is, the Buddhist religion as such, were absolutely not open to change and this point should be firmly maintained.” 45 How did Buddhists reconcile this contradiction?

42. Welch, Buddhism under Mao, 596.
45. Modern Buddhism (Oct. 1959): 10-15
First, it is important to note again the autonomy of this decision. Welch attests that at this time, “The reinterpretation of Buddhist doctrine, then, was largely voluntary...”\(^{46}\) When other Buddhists repudiated those contributors to *Modern Buddhism* for aligning with the Communists who had spent years fighting the Japanese and Chinese Nationalists despite the fundamental pacifism characteristic of the faith, Ju Zan and other reformers produced scriptures that had actually condoned killing. In one example, the great Mahayana philosopher Asanga’s clause of “preventive killing” declared that to kill a sinner to prevent further sins would gain one merit.\(^{47}\) Another story told of a Buddhist traveling alongside a caravan when a brigand approached him. Recognizing the Buddhist as an old friend, he opted to warn the monk that the caravan was about to be attacked by five hundred other brigands. The monk’s dilemma, according to the story, was if he told his caravan what the brigand said, they would surely kill the brigand and all suffer in hell. If he did not tell the caravan, they would all die to the brigands. The monk solved his dilemma by cutting down his old friend, the brigand. Thus, not hearing back from their scout, the five hundred bandits fled, and the monk saved 999 lives from the death of one.\(^{48}\) By appealing to utilitarian themes, the Buddhists of the 1950s found the justification they needed to absolve themselves from working with the “killers” of the Communist Party.

Perhaps forgotten, too, is the long history of Buddhist martial arts. The Shaolin martial practice looked to a Buddhist staff-wielding deity, whose legend “could be read therefore as a Buddhist apology for the monastic exercise of violence: if an incarnated Buddhist deity could wage war in defense of a monastery, then, by implication, Buddhist monks could do so as well.”\(^{49}\) Pacifism may be part of Buddhist doctrines, but so is violence in defense of Buddhism. In this respect, Buddhism and the Communist Party were in one more way congenial with each other; Taixu’s pacifism should not be misinterpreted as dogmatic among his disciples.

While Taixu may have been a pacifist, there should be no confusion as to the legacy of his vision amongst Buddhist reformers like Ju Zan. As briefly mentioned earlier, many in China felt that the Communists were victims of a violent civil war that Chiang Kai-shek of the Nationalists had prompted. Ju Zan was in the majority opinion surrounding the justness of the Communist cause, but that does not make him any less a successor to Taixu’s teachings. The maturation of Ju Zan’s ideas came about during Nationalist suppression of nationalist opposition to Japanese aggression in China. Taixu’s ideology was formulated

---
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years before in the New Culture Movement, and as such, it is not surprising that such a generational gap could produce a difference of opinion toward the legitimacy of the Communist Party.

Toward the end of the 1950s, the freedom of all Chinese was seriously encroached upon with the failure of the Hundred Flowers Campaign and later Anti-Rightists Movement. What started off as an effort by Mao to encourage criticism degenerated into hostile attacks and allegations that became reminiscent of a form of reverse McCarthyism. Buddhism was not exempt from prosecution, and much of *Modern Buddhism* and the Chinese Buddhist Association post 1958 became heavily politicized. With a forced arm, Shirob Jaltso made a speech in 1960 where he said, “In dealing with differences between political and religious matters, we should follow the Party, not the religion, in respect of those Buddhist teachings which run counter to the policies of the Party and which are not vital to Buddhism. . . .”50 Already severely restricted and tamed, Buddhism began to resemble the analogy of a state-supervised religious museum, and by 1966 the transformation was complete. Buddhism was suppressed entirely under the New Culture Movement. In 1957, Mao’s intentions for religion were made clear when he wrote in his Hundred Flowers program, “We cannot abolish religion by administrative decree nor force people not to believe. . . . The only way to settle questions of an ideological nature . . . is by the democratic method, the method of discussion, criticism, persuasion, and education, and not by the method of coercion or repression.”51 The struggle between Maoist ideologues and the bureaucratic capitalists in the Communist Party affected all of China, Buddhism included. But for a few short years, Taixu’s vision had been acted upon, and if Maoists won the battle, perhaps Buddhism could have created a Communist pure land.

Regardless, what can be proved is that through an examination of Taixu’s teachings and his disciples’ actions toward the realization of his vision of a pure land on Earth, one can understand that what was once previously thought of as Communist oppression of Buddhism can be interpreted instead as a continuation of Buddhist reforms that had existed during the New Culture Movement. Articles in *Modern Buddhism* during most of the 1950s exemplify the ideology of Taixu, and with this knowledge it will be possible to understand that a congenial relationship existed between the Communist Party and Buddhism because of the compatibility of the pure land with the creation of a socialist state.

51. Mao Zedong, “Correct Handling.”